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DEWEBAS (2004-DK/04/B/F/PP-145.408)

Project Information
Title: DEWEBAS
Project Number: 2004-DK/04/B/F/PP-145.408
Year: 2004
Project Type: Pilot Project, project with multiplying effect (2000-2006)
Status: completed
Country: DK-Denmark
Marketing Text: The DEWEBAS- competence tool for the European wood- and furniture industry, can
contribute to improve transparency, quality and transfer of credit in the vocational educational
systems within the European furniture Industry. The tool can also strengthen the lifelong
learning process for all employees within the wood - and the furniture industry.
Summary: The project will contribute to improving transparency, quality and transfer of credit in the
European furniture in-dustry's existing vocational education systems and will develop visible
tools for recognition of formal, informal and personal competences.
Furthermore, the project will try to promote a model for harmonisation of the education
systems and mutual recognition across open borders.
The tools from the project can also form part of the lifelong learning process for the
employees, and it is also a way to show the worth of the smaller educational fields, which are
about to close because of lacking formal and informal competences.
Description: DEWEBAS is based on a uniform registration in a database of the necessary VET part
competences, which are contained in all wood and furniture education in the pilot project's
participating countries. The pilot project contains education covering the spectrum from wood
processing in a sawmill to the final apprenticeships within furniture production (The VETeducations for: Upholsterer, Woodmachinist; Cabinetmaker, Joiner). It is possible to make a
direct comparison between skills and competences, obtained in each single country's systems
of vocational or supplementary training.
DEWEBAS has made a web-based tool, which can be used by employers, organisations,
ministries, schools and single persons, who wish to take work in other EU-countries or wish to
do practice in another country. The tool will register different kinds of skills: both necessary
basic skills for a certain education and informal competences such as techni-cal
competences, where you cannot document any formal examination, and personal
competences, which are achieved. All those three kinds of competences will be made visible
in a graphic layout, which can be compared with the demands of another country to the same
compe-tence area. A company can also put a desired competence profile on the website,
where others may compare their own competences to the demands. The graphic profile can
for instance also be used for planning supplementary training in another country.
A table of credit can be built in, which makes it possible to define credit across
education/courses and across borders.
The product DEWEBAS is a common European tool, and in order to accelerate the integration
process of new candidate countries we in-volve two of them. All parties are essential actors
within the wood and furniture industry in Europe.

Themes: *** Lifelong learning
*** Recognition, transparency, certification
*** Continuous training
** Initial training
* Utilization and distribution of results
* Labor market
* Enterprise, SME
* Equal opportunities
Sectors: *** Education
** Manufacturing
Product Types: description of new occupation profiles
evaluation methods
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Project Information
procedure for the analysis and prognosis of the vocational training requirement
program or curricula
transparency and certification
website
Product information: DEWEBAS is based on a uniform registration in a database of the necessary VET part
competences, which are contained in all wood and furniture education in the pilot project's
participating countries. The pilot project contains education covering the spectrum from wood
processing in a sawmill to the final apprenticeships within furniture production (The VETeducations for: Upholsterer, Woodmachinist; Cabinetmaker, Joiner). It is possible to make a
direct comparison between skills and competences, obtained in each single country's systems
of vocational or supplementary training.
DEWEBAS will make a web-based tool, which can be used by employers, organisations,
ministries, schools and single persons, who wish to take work in other EU-countries or wish to
do practice in another coun-try. The tool will register different kinds of skills: both necessary
basic skills for a certain education and informal competences such as techni-cal
competences, where you cannot document any formal examination, and personal
competences, which are achieved. All those three kinds of competences will be made visible
in a graphic layout, which can be compared with the demands of another country to the same
compe-tence area. A company can also put a desired competence profile on the website,
where others may compare their own competences to the demands. The graphic profile can
for instance also be used for planning supplementary training in another country.
A table of credit can be built in, which makes it possible to define credit across
education/courses and across borders.

Projecthomepage: http://www.dewebas.eu
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Project Contractor
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

Skive Tekniske Skole/Skive Technical Institute
Skive
Viborg Amt
DK-Denmark
continuing training institution
http://www.skivets.dk

Contact Person
Name:

Erik Madsen

Address:

Kongsvingervej1

City:
Country:

Skive
DK-Denmark

Telephone:

+4599149203

Fax:

+4599149200

E-mail:
Homepage:

epm@skivets.dk
http://www.skivets.dk
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Coordinator
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

Skive Tekniske Skole/Skive Technical Institute
Skive
Viborg Amt
DK-Denmark
continuing training institution
http://www.skivets.dk

Contact Person
Name:

Erik Madsen

Address:

Kongsvingervej1

City:
Country:

Skive
DK-Denmark

Telephone:

+4599149203

Fax:

+4599149200

E-mail:
Homepage:

epm@skivets.dk
http://www.skivets.dk
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Partner
Partner 1
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:

Die Gewerbliche Berufliche Schule der Stadt Flensburg
Flensburg
Schleswig-Holstein
DE-Germany
continuing training institution

Homepage:

Partner 2
Name:

Salpaus Further Education

City:
Country/Region:

Lahti
Itä-Suomi

Country:

FI-Finland

Organization Type:
Homepage:

continuing training institution
http://www.salpaus.fi/

Partner 3
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

The Institute IPSIA G.MERONI
Milan
Lombardia
IT-Italy
continuing training institution
http://www.dewebas.org

Partner 4
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

The Wood, Industry, and Building Worker's Union in Denmark
København, Copenhagen
Kobenhavns Amt
DK-Denmark
trade union organisation
http://www.tib.dk
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Partner
Partner 5
Name:
City:
Country/Region:
Country:
Organization Type:
Homepage:

SOU nabytkarske a technicke - Prague Technical College
Prague
Praha
CZ-Czech Republic
continuing training institution
http://www.ssuar.cz/
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Project Files
Chat 20.11.17 Jens-Jørgen- Erik.doc
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5449/prj/Chat%2020.11.17%20Jens-J%C3%B8rgen-%20Erik.doc

DEWEBAS_Competence overview 6 languages.xls
http://www.adam-europe.eu/prj/5449/prj/DEWEBAS_Competence%20overview%206%20languages.xls
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Products
1

The DEWEBAS- competence tool for the European wood- and furniture industry
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Product 'The DEWEBAS- competence tool for the European wood- and furniture
industry'
Title: The DEWEBAS- competence tool for the European wood- and furniture industry
Product Type: website
Marketing Text: Can contribute to improve transparency, quality and transfer of credit in the vocational
educational systems within the European furniture Industry. The tool can also strengthen the
lifelong learning process for all employees within the wood - and the furniture industry.
Description: The project will contribute to improving transparency, quality and transfer of credit in the
European furniture in-dustry's existing vocational education systems and will develop visible
tools for recognition of formal, informal and personal competences.
Furthermore, the project will try to promote a model for harmonisation of the education
systems and mutual recognition across open borders.
The tools from the project can also form part of the lifelong learning process for the
employees, and it is also a way to show the worth of the smaller educational fields, which are
about to close because of lacking formal and informal competences.
Target group: The EU furniture industry (83 billion euro worth of turnover in 2001 of which 12% are extra-EU
exports) employs about 1 million persons. The EU furniture industry has recently lost
international competitiveness and market shares. Improvement of the
design/innovation/training factor can improve competitiveness; strengthen the flexibility and
the cooperation among companies in the furniture industry.
Anybody
Result: The project will contribute to improving transparency, quality and transfer of credit in the
European furniture industry's existing vocational education systems and will develop visible
tools for recognition of formal, informal and personal competences.
Furthermore, the project will try to promote a model for harmonisation of the education
systems and mutual recognition across open borders.
The tools from the project can also form part of the lifelong learning process for the
employees, and it is also a way to show the worth of the smaller educational fields, which are
about to close because of lacking formal and informal competences.
Area of application: The pilot project contains education covering the spectrum from wood processing in a sawmill
to the final apprenticeships within furniture production (The VET-educations for: Upholsterer,
Woodmachinist; Cabinetmaker, Joiner). It is possible to make a direct comparison between
skills and competences, obtained in each single country's systems of vocational or
supplementary training.
DEWEBAS is a web-based tool, which can be used by employers, organisations, ministries,
schools and single persons, who wish to take work in other EU-countries or wish to do
practice in another country. The tool will register different kinds of skills: both necessary basic
skills for a certain education and informal competences such as technical competences,
where you cannot document any formal examination, and personal competences, which are
achieved. All those three kinds of competences will be made visible in a graphic layout, which
can be compared with the demands of another country to the same competence area. A
company can also put a desired competence profile on the website, where others may
compare their own competences to the demands. The graphic profile can for instance also be
used for planning supplementary training in another country.
A table of credit can be built in, which makes it possible to define credit across
education/courses and across borders.
Homepage: www.dewebas.org
Product Languages: Czech
Danish
English
Finnish
German
http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=5449&prd=1
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Product 'The DEWEBAS- competence tool for the European wood- and furniture
industry'
Product Languages: Italian
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